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which most elegaic verse lacks when he jeflect
on the past he is neither nostalgic nor resentful
A conversational tone is used to attract attention
but the language is a selection of the language
really used by men he does not Indulge in the
vague slipshod phrasing of what passes for the
conversation of ordinary people A good
example of his style is Church Going a reflection
on the future of churches when they fall com
pletely out of use which raises the whole question
of belief (in values neither immediate nor material)
Thorn Gnnn (b 1929)
Filling Terms 1954 The Sense of Movement
1&57 mm Sad CayMns 1961 Touch 1967 (all
Faber)
At first glance Gunn s poetry seems as contem
porary as the morning paper Titles such as
On the Move subtitled Man you gotta Cro Slack
Ja&eis Elvis Presley suggest rightly that his
poetry la rooted in the present but not in such a
way that it will be incomprehensible when the
present has become the past He is concerned
with violence in the classical world in The Wound
and Helens Rape in the sixteenth century in
A Mirror jot Poets and in the twentieth century in
Glaus von Stavfferiberg in personal relationships
as well as public but it is not an unthinking
surrender to mere excitement or admiration of
brutality but a recognition of its necessity
In this society the boundaries met
Of living danger death leaving no space
Between
Yet at this point they found
Arcadia a fruitful permanent land
(A Minor for Poets)
In Saint Martin and the Beggar Martin the
saint of man must learn to fight before he can
grow and then without hesitating he halves
his cloak to cover the beggar He is justified
because his action was natural The tragedy of
modern man lies hi his inability to marry instinct
intention and action
One joins the movement in a valueless world
At worst one is in motion   and at best
Beaching no absolute, in which to rest
One is always nearer by not keeping still
(On the Move)
Ted Hughes tt> 1930)
The Havl in. Hie Ram 1957 Lwpemt1 1960
Wodwo 1967 Grow 1&70 (all Faber) There is
also a small book of Selections from Hughes and
Gunn (Faber)
There is some similarity between these two
poets Both have worked in America both have
developed a concise style which mirrors the tough
ness of their attitude to experience their refusal
to make the rough places smooth
This said the differences become more apparent
as their individuality becomes clearer Hughes
for example usea animal imagery far more than
Gunn He approaches the human dilemma
through, the animal but the animal is not a mere
cipher In Pike for Instance the pike exists in
its own right and since Hughes did collect animals
in his boyhood the incident
Suddenly there were two   Finally one
With a sag belly and the grm it was bom with
is probably true. But the recollected night
mare at the end of the poem goes beyond a boy s
terror The pond, he fished, the eye the dream
darkness are symbolic both of the violence which
lay in his own subconscious and that of the human
race The human being too is potentially a killer
from the egg
In other poems Hughes is searching foe an
identity    In An Otter the otter
* Gallops along land he- no longer belongs to
Ee enters the water by melting
 At one level we have the hunt which loses and
then finally catches the otter but at another level
there is the self attendant and withdrawn the
Individual who does not take root
Hughes s descriptive powers are certainly strong
and sensuous and there are in his verses for child
ren. Meet mv Folks and The Earth Owl descrlp
tions of people and creatures some of which are as
strange and amusing as those of Edward Lear or
Lewis Carrol In the volume Poetry in The
MaLinff Hughes gives a fascinating account of the
genesis of some of his poems and of his methods of
composition.
6  The American " Confessional" Poets
The term confessional poetry seems to have
been used first by reviewers of Lowell s Life
Studies poems which arose from their author s
suffering a mental breakdown It has since been
applied to the work of Sylvia Plath and Anne
Sexton which also derives from the immediate
experience of mental illness and like Life Studies
expresbes feelings of guilt bitterness and isolation
the material of the confessional or the psycho
analyst s couch
The label confessional is also used in a more
general though allied sense to denote work in
which the poet mokes an uninhibited confession of
hatred addiction lust or similar experience about
which usually most of us are reticent An
extreme exponent of this genre is the Beat writer
Allen Ginsberg a selection of whose verse may be
found in Penguin Modern Poets 5
In confessional writing the poet s need to
objectify his experience in order to give it artistic
validity presents itself in an acute form Its
resolution demands the rare coin-age and technical
virtuosity that Eliot displayed in TJie Waste Land
and Lowell approaches in a very different way
in A ear the Ocean
Robert Lowell (b 1917)    lee also Section I
Poems 1938-1949 (1950) TJie Mills of the
Eaianaiujhs (1951) Life Stiidtes (W)) Imita
time (1961) For The TJnim Dead (1964) Near
t?u Ocean (1967) Nateboole 1970 Faber
In an interview published hi J Scully s Modern
Poets on Modern Poetry Lowell records how he was
early drawn to the work of Latin, Elizabethan and
Jacobean poets His own mature writing reflects
the continuing influence of these early mentors
with whom he shares an anguished sense of the
fragility and transience of beauty and a revulsion
from the brutal vicious materialism of the society
in which he lives
His first important work The Qualier Graveyard
in Nantucket 1946 Is an elegy for a cousin drowned
while serving in the navy during the Second War
The poem presents this cousin as continuing the
brutal tradition of the Quaker whalers of Nan
tucket and links him with Ahab the tragic
deranged hero of Melville s Moby dm* The
vigour of the poem s language the musical skill
with which. Lowell evokes the sounds and atmo
sphere of the bleak Nantucket coast and the force
of his revulsion from the whalers obscene cruelty
are immediately impressive As Hugh B Staples
has noted in his valuable reference book, Robert
Lowell—the Ftrsf Twenty Years a central theme of
the poem ib human evolution, considered as a
part of God s plan. Here as hi much of his later
work, Lowell shows the aggressive individualism
of men bringing a return to primitive violence
The gentle pastoral stanza VI presents the Ideal
the figure of the Virgin who Expressionless
expresses God However this stanza lacks the
force of the others The affirmation of faith in
the poems concluding line is similarly less con
vincmg than Lowell a expression of revulsion from
the Quakers primitive lust for power and wealth.
The poem s images have multiple significance
The whale ' IS the whited monster is at once

